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FL19 MEMS 411 Mechanical Engineering Design Project
ASME Design Challenge
Our project was to build a machine that would fulfill the requirements for the
ASME 2020 design challenge, which was called, ”Building to the Sky.” The rules of
the challenge were to build a machine that would take ordinary 8.5” x 11” sheets
of paper and stack them into a tower. To accomplish this task, we decided to make
our paper tower out of accordion-shaped folds that would be placed on top of each
other, alternating in 90 degree orientations.
Our device is divided into various sub-components, each which manipulate the
paper in various ways. We first have a mechanism to cut the sheet of paper into
two equal halves. Then, we have a conveyor mechanism which transports the paper.
There is a press mechanism which folds the paper into the accordion pattern, and
finally a ramp which assembles the paper into the final tower configuration. The
cutting mechanism consists of a circular blade powered by an electric motor which
both intakes the paper, and cuts it in half. We made our conveyor belt mechanism
out of plastic wrap. This is also powered by an electric motor. The press consists
of two saw-teeth presses which fold the paper through the downward motion of the
upper press. One ramp comes after each of the two presses. One of the two ramps
ejects the paper into a box, which holds the tower in place, and the other ramp
spins the paper 90 degrees so that it can stack in alternating directions. Overall,
our device was able to function successfully and we were able to meet all of the
goals that we initially set for our device.
ACOSTA, Anthony
ALANDY-DY, Justine
LORBERG, Michael
VASKA, Nathan
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1 Introduction
Our customer, the 2020 ASME challenge, requires that engineers design a compact contraption
that can manufacture a tower using only standard sized sheets of paper. The challenge will judge
the success of the device the engineers created based on three different criteria; tower height, build
speed, and tower strength. For the speed section, the device needs to build a 1.5-meter tower as
fast as possible. In the height section, the device will have 10 minutes to build the tallest tower
possible. Finally, the in the strength portion the device will have 10 minutes to build a tower
capable of withstanding the heaviest load possible.
The paper tower machine must be capable of being stored withing a 50cm x 50cm x 50cm box.
During the process of making the tower, the contraption can mechanically manipulate the paper in
any way it sees fit, but can not add any other items such as glue, staples and tape.Additionally, no
part of the machine can exceed 50cm above the surface of the competition field. These restrictions
are intended to increase difficulty of the design, challenging engineers to make a device that is still
efficient under these limitations.
2 Problem Understanding
2.1 Existing Devices
Here are three devices that resembles the current 2020 ASME challenge in terms of its functions
in paper manipulation and folding.
2.1.1 Existing Device #1: DS 40i Folder Inserter
Figure 1: DS40i Printer
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Link: https://www.gowithneopost.com/products/folder-inserter/ds-40i?matchtype=e&network=
g&device=c&adposition=1t1&keyword=folding%20machine%20for%20paper&gclid=CjwKCAjwzdLrBRBiEiwAEHrAYuRBC2DIxBkWlpeS_
-7aycXCTRD5vn1ID6rbns--vyGmc8L4Td9GpRoCmnkQAvD_BwE
Description: The DS 40i Folder Inserter allows paper of standard paper to be folded and packaged
straight into envelopes. Letters are inserted on one end and can be folded into one of three ways
inside: A standard tri fold (letter), a single fold or a double parallel fold. There are two separate
entry slots; one for the standardized papers (Document feeder) , and one for the envelopes (envelope
feeder). The letter is closed and captured in a catch tray. The DS 40i can process up to 1350
envelopes per hour. It is also diverse enough that it can vary in the number of documents it can fit
into the envelope, ranging from one through five documents per letter.
2.1.2 Existing Device #2: Paper Airplane Folding Machine
Figure 2: An example of a paper airplane making machine
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSdb_Rpv5p0
Description: This Paper Airplane folding machine runs on standard printer paper. It automatically
grabs the paper, and has it slide down through a factory line of mechanics which makes all the
necessary folds needed and then launches the paper airplane automatically at the end of the machine.
The machine first makes the proper folds for the airplane wings, then makes a giant crease fold in
the middle, and then sets up a runway for launch afterwards and springs the airplane into flight.
As soon as the first paper is folded properly and is launched, the next paper airplane is processed
automatically, presumably until all the paper in stock runs out. The whole process of making the
paper airplane and launching takes approximately ten seconds.
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2.1.3 Existing Device #3: MBM 307A Automatic Tabletop Paper Folding Machine
Figure 3: A MBM 307A Automatic Tabletop Paper Folding Machine
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DVCKmhacl8
Description: This machine folds various sizes and types of papers and is able to make six standard
folds, as well as being able to remember eighteen custom folds. The paper tray where the paper
enters is adjustable to the varying width and length of the paper. Once the paper is inserted, press
the desired fold for the machine to make it, and then the paper exits with the desired fold in the
tray below. This machine can hold up to 450 sheets of paper, and can fold at a speed of 11,520
sheets per hour.
2.2 Patents
2.2.1 Automatic Paper Folder
(US7217232B2)
This patent is for an automatic paper folder and was issued in 2007. The inventors are Donald
Thomas Shoebridge and George Arthur Carver. A key feature of this invention is that is has
adjustments for automatic feed or manual feed, depending on which is more desirable for that
application. The paper is inserted into 5 on Fig. 1 and exits at 4 folded. [1]
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Figure 4: Patent Images for Automatic Paper Folder
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2.2.2 Paper Folding Apparatus
(US4869712A)
This patent was issued in 1989 and the inventor of this device is Masahiro Ishino. Similar to
the patent in section 2.2.1, this machine is a paper folding device. Unlike the previous device, this
machine operates with only automatic feed, and does not have a manual feed setting. The paper is
in 3 in the figure below and exits the device folded from 16. [2]
Figure 5: Patent Images for Paper Folding Apparatus
2.3 Codes & Standards
2.3.1 Safety Aspects: Guidelines for Child Safety in Standards and Other
Specifications (ISO/IEC Guide 50:2014)
This International Standard provides guidance into addressing potential sources of bodily harm
to children from products that they use or are likely to come in contact with. The standard goes
into specific details of potential mechanical and electrical hazards children might encounter with
our device. Ideally, we would like to create a device that is child safe so that the device could be
safely demonstrated in a wide variety of situations. [3]
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2.3.2 Safety Standard and Guide for Selection, Installation, and Use of Electric Mo-
tors and Generators (NEMA MG 2-2014)
This National Electrical Manufacturers Association Standard provides recommendations for the
selection, installation, and use of rotating electrical machines. The standard also promotes the
practical safety of using such electrical machines for people and property. We plan on using a few
electric motors to drive the inside and/or outside mechanisms of our device, so using this standard
to guide our motor choices will result in a safer device. [4]
2.4 User Needs
In order to gain a better understanding of the characteristics of a successful design, an end user
of the product was interviewed. An edited version of the interview has been provided below, along
with the table of interpreted needs and the table of metrics that resulted from the conversation.
2.4.1 Customer Interview
Interviewee: Stephen Mumford
Location: Jolley Basement, Washington University in St. Louis, Danforth Campus
Date: September 6th, 2017
Setting: We, along with two other groups developing a similar product, discussed the most impor-
tant aspects of the paper tower building device with Stephen. During the discussion, the ASME
design challenge rules were read and Stephen’s interpretations of key rules were discussed. Addi-
tional time was spent developing concepts of paper tower designs for Stephen to evaluate. The
entire interview was conducted in the basement of Jolley, in the Senior Design workspace. The
interview lasted about 50 minutes.
Interview Notes:
What features should the competition design have? Which of these features are most important?
– The constructed paper tower will be judged based on the speed of its construction, the max-
imum height to which it reaches, and the maximum weight it can support.
– All three criteria are of important, but the best design will be the one’s that gather the most
points. Each of the criteria will be measured on a different tower, so it is important that your
design is reliable.
– To this end, it might be best to pick two of the three design criteria and make sure that you
can do them well.
– If a tower is judged to have fallen apart during its construction, the device will not be allowed
to continue to build. The resulting tower will be judged immediately based on the current
scoring criteria.
What kind of control interface are you looking for on the device?
– The specific control scheme does not matter, as long as it is intuitive and easy to use.
What are the most important competition rules around design to be followed?
– Following all competition rules around design is critically important to the success of the
product, because if the design breaks a rule it will be disqualified from competition. If this
occurs, the design will earn no points and will fail in its purpose.
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Do you want the device to be autonomous?
– The device does not need to be autonomous, unless making the device autonomous would
help design fulfill the competition objectives.
What are the most important safety concerns to take into account?
– Electrical shock is the only general safety concern that comes to mind, and would especially
be a problem if the device is constructed entirely from metal
Note: Some questions on basic competition rules have been omitted from the record of this
interview, as they are captured clearly in the ASME Design Challenge rule book. [5]
2.4.2 Interpreted User Needs
Table 1 below summarizes all user needs that were identified during the customer interview.
Each need has been assigned a relative importance on a 5 point scale, with 1 representing the least
important needs and 5 representing the most important. The acronym ”TB” will be used to refer
to the tower building device.
Table 1: Interpreted Customer Needs
Need Number Need Importance
1 The TB adheres to all competition rules 5
2 The TB builds a tall tower 4
3 The TB builds a strong tower 4
4 The TB builds 1.5m tower quickly 4
5 The TB reliably builds a tower 5
6 The TB is easy to control 3
7 The TB is safe to operate 3
All needs identified from the interview were rated as a 3 or above, indicating that all identified
needs are of relative importance. The only two needs that were rated as a 5 on the importance scale
were adhering to all competition rules and reliably building a tower, since without either aspect the
paper tower building machine will be unable to score a significant number of points.
2.5 Design Metrics
This section compiles customer needs and relevant codes into a single table of metrics. It also
establishes the unit associated with each metric, as well as the acceptable and ideal values of each
metric for a successful design will meet.
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Table 2: Target Specifications
Metric
Number
Associated
Needs
Metric Units Acceptable Ideal
1 1 Passes competition Inspection binary true true
2 2 Tower height m > 1.5 < 3
3 3 Weight Supported kg > 0.5 > 1.5
4 4 Time to build 1.5m tower s < 5 < 2.5
5 5 Towers built do not fall down success % > 75 99
6 7 Follows Guidelines for preventing
electric shock in ISO/IEC GUIDE
50:2014(E) (ISO) International Organi-
zation for Standardization
binary Pass Pass
7 7 Motors are safe to run in overspeed as
per section 5.6 in Electric Motors and
Generators (NEMA) National Electrical
Manufacturers Association
min > 2 > 4
2.6 Project Management
The Gantt chart in Figure 6 gives an overview of the project schedule.
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Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
26 2 9 16 23 30 7 14 21 28 4 11 18 25 2
Design Report
Problem Understanding
Concept Generation
Concept Selection
Concept Embodiment
Design Refinement
Peer Report Grading
Prototypes
Mockup
Proofs of Concept
Initial Prototype
Initial Prototype Demo
Final Prototype
Final Prototype Demo
Prototype Expo
Presentations
Critical Design Review
Final Presentation
Figure 6: Gantt chart for design project
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3 Concept Generation
3.1 Mockup Prototype
Shown below in Figures 7 to 11 is a piece of paper traveling through a mockup of an accordion
style paper tower folding device. This device influenced our design thoughts in a couple ways. First
and foremost, it turned out that the somewhat curved edges of the railing in the mockup were
terrible at making accordion folds in paper. This motivated us to spend more time determining
the ideal shape of the press faces, and led to us 3D printing several different test pieces of varying
heights and angles. Second, it helped us realize that some part of our machine must rotate half
of the produced accordion folds 90 degrees with regards to the previous accordion (else the tower
would compress about the height of a single accordion fold). Finally, the mockup showed us that
the mechanism pulling the paper through the overall device would be more complicated than we
initially predicted.
Figure 7: Paper Entering the Mockup Accordion press
Figure 8: Paper Before Pressing in the Mockup Accordion press
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Figure 9: Paper After Pressing in the Mockup Accordion press
Figure 10: Paper Before Turning in the Mockup Accordion press
Figure 11: Paper After Turning in the Mockup Accordion press
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3.2 Functional Decomposition
Figure 12 shows a function tree for our design.
Figure 12: Function tree for ASME paper tower builder
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3.3 Morphological Chart
Figure 13 shows a morphological chart of our design.
Figure 13: Morphological Chart for ASME paper tower builder
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3.4 Alternative Design Concepts
3.4.1 Triangular Tower Machine (Nathan Vaska)
Figure 14: Preliminary sketches of Triangular Tower Machine concept
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Figure 15: Final sketches of Triangular Tower Machine concept
Note that the mechanics of the Triangle Folding region shown in Fig. 15 are shown in more detail
in the numbered sequence of steps shown in Fig. 14.
Solutions from morph chart:
1. Uses rollers to intake paper
2. Also uses pulling clamp to control paper
3. Blades near roller to cut paper
4. Metal folder to make folds in paper
5. Battery to provide power
6. Computer to Control
Description:
A roller feeds in paper, and slits are made in the paper using a blade mechanism. The paper is
then folded into a triangle using a pulling clamp and a metal folding mechanism. These triangles
are then pushed together onto a trapdoor raising platform to form a solid level. The trapdoor
mechanism takes the level of triangles and brings it upwards, allowing another level to be built
beneath it. Finally, the trapdoor mechanism releases, dropping the upper section of the tower onto
the newly completed level.
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3.4.2 Accordion Folding Machine (Michael Lorberg)
Figure 16: Preliminary sketches of Accordion Folding Machine concept
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Figure 17: Final sketches of Accordion Folding Machine concept
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Solutions from morph chart:
1. Clamp secures paper
2. Sawteeth to fold paper
3. Platform to stack paper
4. Battery to provide power
5. Computer controlled motors
Description: The paper is feed into a clamp which secures the paper. The clamp then moves along
a belt underneath the sawteeth. This belt is powered by a motor which is powered by a battery.
The sawteeth then lower onto the paper to create the folds. The clamp then releases the paper onto
the platform where it is stacked. The motors are controlled by a computer.
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3.4.3 Doom Tower Builder (Anthony Acosta)
Figure 18: Preliminary sketches of Doom Tower Builder
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Figure 19: Final sketches of Doom Tower Builder
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Solutions from morph chart:
1. Slide
2. Saw Blades
3. Sandwich Plates
4. Spool
5. Trap Door
6. Battery Powered
7. RC Controller
Description: By following the blue arrows in Figure 19, one can see how the Doom Tower Builder
can turn ordinary paper into a paper tower. First, paper is inserted into the device through an
opening in the device that slides the paper down to a saw blade. At the saw blade, the paper is
cut into two pieces and each piece is taken to different places by rollers. One piece is taken to the
sandwich plates that fold it. Then, this piece is hole punched. The other piece is taken to the spool
that roll it up to a pin. The folded paper and paper pin are then attached together by the pin
injector. The part is then put in the trap door that connects it with the rest of the tower. Once
the tower is complete, a crane and pusher put the entire tower on the floor. The entire device is
powered by rechargeable batteries and controlled by an RC controller.
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3.4.4 Triangular shell tower (Justine Alandy-dy)
Figure 20: Preliminary sketches of Triangular shell tower
25
Figure 21: Final sketches of Triangular shell tower
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Solutions from morph chart:
1. Roller takes in paper
2. Exacto knife on roller to cut paper
3. Clamp and Press to fold paper
4. Battery to provide power
5. RC controller for user interface
Description: There are two modes that the paper folds into. One will be the triangular base, and
the second is the shell. For the triangular base, the paper goes through a roller, is cut with an
exacto knife as it goes through, and then is clamped and pressed to be triangular prisms. While
that takes place, the other entrance will take a piece of paper, and it will run through another
exacto and cut it into strips. The strip of paper meets up with the bases, and the clamp pulls and
wraps the paper like a burrito, and puts it in the base. Then there will be alternating bases, as it
adds to the top layer, to increase the tower height.
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4 Concept Selection
4.1 Selection Criteria
Figure 22 below shows the results of an Analytic Hierarchy Process that was used develop weights
for the importance of six different design criteria. Note that criteria six does not refer to the ability
of the design to be competition legal; all designs must be competition legal to be valid. This criteria
is instead referring to how much additional design effort will be need to ensure that the design is
competition legal. For example, a design that requires a very long straight section to form the paper
could be adapted to fit the within the dimensions specified in the rules, but this would require more
design thought and would thus be rated lower.
Figure 22: Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to determine scoring matrix weights
4.2 Concept Evaluation
Figure 23 below shows the results of the application of a Weighted Scoring Matrix with weights
from our AHP to the design concepts generated in Section 3. Note that the Accordion Folding
Device was used as the reference for all criteria but as its performance on the tower build speed
criteria is expected to be much better than the other concepts, the reference weight was set to 4
instead of 3.
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Figure 23: Weighted Scoring Matrix (WSM) for choosing between alternative concepts
4.3 Evaluation Results
In terms of ranking our criteria, our emphasis was mostly on the build speed, being approximately
30 percent of the weighted grade. With the design competition’s three rounds, it would be difficult
to focus on all three categories, and so we prioritized speed, then the height of the tower which
was 18 percent of the weighted criteria, and third the tower strength, which was 6 percent of the
criteria. The other criteria were reliability, which was the tower’s ability to stay stable and not
collapse (20 percent), the easiness in making the design be compatible with the competition rules,
(13 percent), and Design complexity, which factored in the number of components as well as the
complexity of those components.
The winning design was the accordion folding, which we used as a base for our scale. Overall, it
had a good rating for the tower build speed (4), and a consistently decent rating (3) throughout all
the categories. It has a good balance of satisfying all the competition criteria of having a good tower
height, strength, speed and reliability. It also does a decent job on our criteria as the engineers of
not being too complex and being able to easily transfer this work design to fit the ASME challenge
rules.
As for the doom tower design, while it does provide for the great tower strength (5), it does a
poor job on all the other categories. It is essentially too complex, and as a result too slow and hard
to convert the design to fit the competition rules.
The other two designs, the triangular tower and triangular shell suffer from this pitfall as well.
While both are decent/passable in providing tower strength and converting the design to fit the
ASME competition rules, they are too complex and do not satisfy the other criteria in tower build
speed and height.
4.4 Engineering Models/Relationships
Discussed below are three different models that were developed to inform our design choices for
the accordion press design.
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4.4.1 Press Dimensions
Shown below is a mathematical model of the length and width of a the press that is able to
completely fold a piece of paper with a specific length and width. The optimal angle and height
of the press triangles is still unknown, but once they have been determined the formula from this
model can be used to determine the number of triangle needed for each face of the press and from
that, the overall dimensions of the press.
Figure 24: Development of Mathematical Model for Determining Press Dimensions from Paper Size and Pressing
Shape
4.5 Weight of Tower
Shown below is a mathematical model of the weight that the bottom layer of the tower will have
to support as a function of tower height. This is critical for our design because in order for our
tower to remain stable, the bottom layer must be able to support the weight of sheets of paper
stacked on top of it. If the bottom sheet of paper fails in our tower, then the entire rest of the tower
will fail. In Figure 25, the equation shown provides a mathematical model for us to quantify the
weight that the bottom layer will have to support based on the published value of the weight of one
sheet of paper, the height that we are able to achieve with each sheet of paper, and the total height
of the tower. This could be critical to our design because if the bottom sheet of paper cannot hold
the load required for the desired tower height, we may have to change our stacking orientation or
even choose a different design altogether.
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Figure 25: Equation for Tower Weight as a Function of Tower Height
4.6 Paper Stacking Forces
Figures 26 to 29 below show the Free Body Diagrams and Force Equations for a 2 layer paper
without and with holes. To simplify calculations, the paper layers were folded symmetrically to
form equilateral triangles while at rest. We also assumed the paper to be mass-less and act like
a truss without buckling. To calculate the maximum friction forces, we used the average static
coefficient of friction for paper equal to 0.3341 given by Instron [6]. From these calculations we
discovered that the paper layers will slide relative to each other for any applied force if they don’t
have holes. However, only the base paper layer will slide if all the paper layers have matching holes
for any applied force. Certainly, we will increase the structural integrity of our paper tower by
adding matching holes to each paper layer.
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Figure 26: Part 1. Free Body Diagrams and Force Equations for a 2 layer paper tower
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Figure 27: Part 2. Free Body Diagrams and Force Equations for a 2 layer paper tower
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Figure 28: Part 3. Free Body Diagrams and Force Equations for a 2 layer paper tower
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Figure 29: Part 4. Free Body Diagrams and Force Equations for a 2 layer paper tower
5 Concept Embodiment
5.1 Initial Embodiment
Our performance goals for the initial prototype were as follows: Able to process 5 sheets of paper
per minute, having batteries the last for at least 8 minutes, and being able to stack five sheets on
top of each other alternating the accordion crease direction. The second goal was fully met, and
the first and third goals were partially met by the initial prototype, as it could fully process paper
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but could not meet the time goals.
The following subsection includes figures of the assembly for our initial prototype. Figure 30 shows
the assembled projected views with overall dimensions. Figure 31 shows the assembled isometric
view with the bill of materials. Figure 32 shows an exploded view of the assembly with callouts to
the BOM. We also included a list of the parts we used for our initial prototype as seen in Table 3.
Finally, we added projected views and overall dimensions for three sub-assemblies as seen in Figures
36 to 38.
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Figure 30: Assembled projected views with overall dimensions
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Figure 31: Assembled isometric view with bill of materials (BOM)
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Figure 32: Exploded view with callout to BOM
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Table 3: Parts list for Initial Prototype
Parts Quantity Parts Quantity
Wood Screws 100 Wooden Press Base 1
Custom Steel L Brackets 50 PVC Rollers 4
DC Motors 3 Plastic Wrap Roll 1
3D Printed Top Press Plates 2 Plastic Wedge 1
3D Printed Bottom Press Plates 2 Small Plastic Ramp 1
Pink Rope 1 Front Wood Roller Mounts 2
Wood Base 1 Wooden Plastic Wrap Roller Mounts 4
Steel Circular Blade 1 Wooden Press Roller Mounts 2
Circular Foam Pieces 5 Front Wood Roller Base 1
Right Wood Ramp 1 Wooden Top Paper Press Base 1
Left Wood Ramp 1 PVC to Motor Connectors 3
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Figure 33: Projected views with overall dimensions of the Front Roller with Circular Blade and Front Roller Base
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Figure 34: Projected views with overall dimensions of the Plastic Wrap Rollers, Wedge, and Ramps
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Figure 35: Projected views with overall dimensions of the Paper Pressing Mechanism
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5.1.1 Design rationale
The most critical sub-component of our machine is the pressing device, as it serves to form the
paper in the proper shape for assembly. The presses were also 3D printed, with each print taking
between 10 to 14 hours. Due to limited availability of printer time, in order to get the initial
prototype done before the deadline for testing each of the 4 press faces could only be printed once.
In order to ensure that each press face was correctly sized, we utilized the mathematical model
first described in the Concept Selection section. This model states that the minimum width can be
calculated with Eq. 1.
W = pw (1)
Where pw is the width of the paper in inches and W is the calculated width of the press in inches.
With an input paper width of 5.5 inches, this resulted in a minimum press width of 5.5 inches. The
press width was a straight forward calculation and could likely have been done with inspection.
More helpfully, the model also allowed us to predict the number of ridges we would need to achieve
a target press ridge height and angle. Equation 2 shows this calculation below.
n =
plcos(
θ
2
)
2h
(2)
where n is the number of ridges, θ is the desired interior angle of the ridge, pl is the length of the
paper, and h is the desired height of each press ridge.
Our design cuts the paper into 2 sheets, each with a width of 5.5 inches and a height of 8.5
inches. Based on previous press prototypes, we chose a press ridge height of 1.25 inches and a press
interior angle of 70 degrees. Plugging in these values to the press ridge equation, we found that the
minimum number of press ridges required for these parameters was 2.785, which rounds to 3 ridges
total. Using this information, we designed press faces with 3 press ridges of width 5.5 inches. When
these presses were printed and tested, both press assemblies were capable of of fully folding a piece
of paper into the correct shape.
In the initial prototype, a cordless power drill was used to drive the winch, which will not be an
option for the final prototype. Two models were used to determine criteria for selecting a winch
motor. For best pressing results the winch motor must be capable of lifting the press head, which
weighed about 1.5 kg , to its maximum position at 7 cm within a reasonable amount of time. To
calculate the minimum amount of time, Eq. 3 is used [7].
tp =
tdhp
ht
− to (3)
where tp is required minimum number of seconds per press cycle, td is the total amount of time
in seconds to complete the tower, hp is the height per press cycle, and to is the seconds required
per cycle to complete the other blocking portions of the pressing process. For our final prototype, a
reasonable tp is 300 seconds (5 minutes) and a reasonable ht is 50 cm. From our initial prototype,
a reasonable hp is 4 cm per cycle and a reasonable t0 is 15 seconds. Plugging in these variables, we
get a minimum required cycle time of 9 seconds.
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To select a motor that will be able to lift the press head in the required amount of time, we
will utilize another model. For this section, we will re-define a reasonable lift time as being 3
seconds from the bottom press position. This time was chosen to be smaller than the minimum
amount of time calculated in the previous section to provide a margin of safety if another portion
of the machine takes longer than expected (t0 > 15 seconds). Additionally the winch had an outer
diameter of 1.7145 cm (0.675 inches). To determine the speed at which the winch motor would have
to run in order to meet this requirement, Eq. 4 is used [7].
R =
60H
piDs
(4)
where R is the motor speed in RPM, H is the height the press head needs to be raised, D is the
diameter of the winch, and s is the time requirement for the lift. Plugging in the quantities to this
equation, we found that the motor in our final prototype will need to be able to run at a speed of
25.992 RPM (0.433 rev
s
)in order to satisfy the lifting time constraint.
To determine the torque requirement of the winch motor for the final prototype, we used rotational
kinetic energy equations with the potential energy of the top press system divided by the total
angular displacement [8]. Equation 5 shows the torque formula.
τ =
mgh
2piRs
(5)
where τ is the torque required from the motor,m is the mass of the press head, g is the gravitational
constant (g = 9.81m
s2
), h is the height the press needs to be lifted, and R is the rotational speed of the
winch in revolutions per second. Plugging in to the model, it was determined that the winch motor
needs to provide a torque of .126 newton meters while rotating at a speed of 25.992 revolutions per
minute.
5.2 Initial Embodiment
The final design implemented in the initial embodiment differed from the concept selected in
section 4 in several key ways. First, we had initially elected to use a sharp blade to cut the paper
as it being pulled in by a roller. While the roller mechanism worked, the blade completely failed to
cut the paper. After exploring other paper cutting solutions, a we decided to attach a roller paper
cutter blade directly to the intake roller, which worked much better. Additionally, after the initial
design was selected, the design challenge rules were relaxed by professor Potter such that our team
was no longer required to build a stack of paper above the height of the machine and we were no
longer required to contain our machine within the 50 cm x 50 cm x 50 cm box. Due to this change,
we decided to replace the lifting mechanism with the slide mechanism shown in section 5.1, as the
slide was sufficient to meet the new design requirements However, the slide mechanism was not
implemented during the initial prototyping phase as the decision to switch to the slide mechanism
was made just before the initial prototype construction deadline. Finally, we added the Plastic
Wrap roller mechanism, as without it the paper had no method to move the paper from the press
to the stacking area.
The initial press prototype was extremely helpful for testing the effectiveness of our original ideas
and for helping us generate new mechanisms. Three specific instances are given below, along with
a picture of the component that was improved.
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After we initially implemented the roller blade mechanism, we noticed the the blade was not
perfectly centered and was not cutting the entire sheet of paper. This required the operator to feed
the paper into the machine very slowly, to ensure that all portions were cut. We were able to resolve
this problem by adding a weight system above the blade to force the blade to constantly contact
the wood below, which fixed the issue. The weight and blade system are shown below.
Figure 36: Weight applied to roller mechanic
Another mechanism that the initial prototype helped us develop was the Plastic Wrap Roller.
Initially, we were unsure if the Plastic Wrap would be able to with stand repeated pressing without
tearing, or if it would roll well enough to remove the paper from the press easily. Adding the Plastic
Wrap Roller, shown in Fig. 8 below, to the initial prototype allowed us to assuage both concerns.
Figure 37: Prototype of Plastic Wrap Rollers
Finally, in order to lift the press face we implemented a harness system, shown in the Fig. 9
below. While this harness system could lift the press, it also allowed the press to tilt, which would
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happen if the weights were not perfectly balanced. This would occasionally cause the press to miss
its target and produce a poorly folder accordion. This experience prompted us to begin considering
modifications and other changes that could be implemented to keep the press face level during the
lift.
Figure 38: Harness system used to raise press face
6 Working Prototypes
6.1 Initial Prototype Performance
The performance goals for this initial prototype performance was to 1.) Process at least 5 pieces
of paper per minute, 2.)Have the batteries last for at least 8 minutes and 3.) Stack 5 sheets of paper
on top of each other in alternating crease direction.
These initial prototype goals were not fully met, as the focus was on a couple pieces of paper,
instead of five as originally planned. Judging by the pace in the initial prototype performance, the
cutter is able to process five pieces of paper well under a minute, but the cuts were not as straight
cut as desired, and so that would hinder the rest of the process in terms of the transportation system
and the pressing system. Paper would get stuck in between crevices, or not land fully straight onto
the plastic wrap and not be pressed properly. The press at times did not lift or dropped smoothly,
and so that added time to the whole process.
As for the second goal, while the battery lasted the whole demo , the electrical components of
the motor was scrapped due to time constraints, and a power drill was used. And so, the fact that
it lasts the whole time does not mean much since it will not be the electrical component used in
the future.
The papers were able to be stacked on top of each other for the most part, although at times the
trip nail did not fully function as planned. So while the paper did have different orientation, they
were not as close to the 90 degree differences as planned.
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6.2 Final Prototype
Significant changes were made after the intial prototype testing to improve the function of the
paper stacking device. These changes are discussed below.
The intake on the initial prototype did not consistently cut paper straight or put it onto the
paper transport system in the correct position. To improve its function, three changes were made.
First, the tape that had been attached to the axle to provide additional forwards force on the intake
was removed. This allowed paper to be fed through the intake by hand and allowed better control
of the paper cut. Second, the 3d printed inserts that attached the blade to the axle were adjusted,
resulting in a blade that wobbled less while cutting. Finally, a wooden wedge was added to help
seperate the paper after it was cut. The first and third changes are shown in Fig. 39 shown below.
Figure 39: Updated Intake Used in Final Prototype
In the initial prototype the press would often fall at an angle, reducing the quality of the folds.
To address this, two changes were made to the prototype. First, rollers were added to both sides of
the press head. These rollers rode along the structural support for the winch to help stabilize the
press head as it fell. This improvement can be seen in Fig. 40. Additionally, the attachment points
for the press head harness were moved further out, which also significantly increased stability. This
improvement can be seen in Fig. 41.
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Figure 40: Rollers Used to Improve Stability in Final Prototype
Figure 41: Improved Harness System used in Final Prototype
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The structure of the ramp mechanism was changed after the initial prototype tests. These changes
served to simplify the ramp structure and to increase the consistency of the paper stacking, and are
shown in Fig. 43 below.
Figure 42: Updated Ramp Used in Final Prototype
Making these changes significantly improved the performance of the final prototype. The changes
to the intake were sufficient to prevent paper from getting stuck in the system. This allowed the
final prototype to process paper much faster, resulting in a final processing rate of 4 sheets per
minute. This is still smaller than the initial goal of 5 sheets per minute, but represents a marked
improvement over the initial prototype.
The ramp changes also significantly improved the ability of the device to meet the third perfor-
mance goal. Although the system did not have a 100 percent success rate in putting the paper into
the correct orientation, the vast majority of the time it stacked the paper properly. This allowed
us to satisfy the third performance goal and build a properly oriented stack of five sheets of paper.
This result is shown below in Fig. ??
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Figure 43: Stack Produced by final prototype during testing of performance goals 1 and 3
7 Design Refinement
7.1 FEM Stress/Deflection Analysis
Based on our current design, we expect our press plates to be subject to constantly changing
loads with moderate magnitudes. For this reason, we used SolidWorks® to run a static-stress FEA
on the press plates to test for large stresses and deflections. For this run, we only tested one top and
one bottom press plate together. The plates were placed on top of each other in their usual closed
form while being constrained from penetrating each other’s surfaces. We assigned ABS plastic as
the material for our plates since our plates are 3D printed and ABS plastic is a common 3D printing
material. In order to simulate working conditions, we fixed the bottom face of the the bottom press
plate and added a 25 N force on the top face of the top press plate. The loads and boundary
conditions seen in Figure 44 stem from the fact that the bottom press plates are always fixed to
the base board while the top press plates are subject to a rough weight of 2.5 kg each. As seen in
Figure 45, meshing was set on medium settings since 3D prints can have small pockets of empty
space throughout. The results for our stress and deflection calculations in SolidWorks® can be seen
in Figures 46 and 47 respectively.
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Figure 44: The unloaded model with load and boundary conditions
Figure 45: The unloaded model with mesh, load and boundary conditions
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Figure 46: The loaded model with color-coded stress and legend
Figure 47: The unloaded model with color-coded stress and legend
With the von Mises static failure theory, the von Mises yield criterion is equal to the tensile yield
stress [9]. Therefore, we can calculate the expected factor of safety by simply using ABS plastic’s
tensile yield stress of 13 MPa and dividing it by our calculated maximum working stress of 0.0733
MPa as seen in Equation 6 [10].
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Factor of Safety =
von Mises Y ield
Working Stress
=
Tensile Y ield Stress
Working Stress
=
13MPa
0.0733MPa
= 177 (6)
A factor of safety of 177 means that our press plates can safely handle higher loads than experi-
enced currently before it reaches static failure. Since we are significantly well below static failure of
any kind, our calculated deflections are very tolerable. In fact, our deflections just show our press
plates moving as whole units. Our main concern in terms of deflection is keeping the plate press
teeth aligned and in tact. With our triangle teeth we are able to properly close our plates every
time. However, if our triangle teeth are plastically deformed by even 0.5 cm, we might not be able
to properly close the plates and press paper correctly.
7.2 Design for Saftey
7.2.1 Risk #1: Press Smash
Description: During the process of turning the cut paper into the desired folds, there is a risk
whenever a user puts his/her hand in between the press teeth, as the winch support holding the
upper press with the weights might not hold up and come down and press on the hand. This failure
of support can come from either the rope snapping, or the motor, which for now is a drill, slipping
and letting go of the press.
Severity: Critical This risk would be considered critical, since combined with the force of the
weights, the max speed in which the power drill can press on the paper, and the jagged edges of
the press, having one’s hand in here can cause some pain. Of course, this is not catastrophic, or
extremely dangerous, but it can hurt. It does fall in between marginal and critical. An equivalent
force might be a 2 pound weight being dropped about a foot to your hand.
Probability: Likely The probability of this is likely, considering that our motor as of now is
pretty unstable. The using the power drill, there have been times that the coupler between the
power drill and the motor has slipped off, and the weights have dropped. There has also been
the risk of the power drill going too fast in one direction, and unwinding the ropes extremely fast,
causing the press to smash up and down frequently. Also, the trigger for the drill is pretty sensitive,
and can be mistakenly be pulled causing the press to fall or raise.
Mitigating Steps: The biggest step is to install the stepper motor so that we can more freely
and willingly control the winch system. The power drill gives too much of an unknown variable to
the press machine. With the stepper motor and the arduino code, we can be sure about controlling
its movements.
7.2.2 Risk #2:Cutting Blade
Description: In the process of needing to cut our sheet of paper in half, we intake the paper
into a roller with a circular blade attached, and must feed the paper through. considering we
must manually feed the paper, our hands can get dangerously close to the blade while the blade is
running, and anyone who sticks their finger in is under the same danger.
Severity: Critical The circular blade is spinning pretty rapidly, and so if your finger was to
touch that, a cut would be certain. While it is not catastrophic (life endangering), and a cut is the
minimum, if our hand were to slip, it is possible to lose some fingers in this. The blade is sharp
enough, and going at a pretty decent speed to cut through flesh.
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Probability: Likely Considering that we are constantly pushing paper into the cutter, and the
wood used needs to be smooth, there is a high chance that of this risk happening. Of course, during
our trials we are all very wary of this risk and pay extra attention to watch our fingers, and so this
accident has not happened as of yet.
Mitigating Steps: One of the best ways to prevent this is to wear safety gloves while using the
cutter. This will give the user a better reaction time, and a nice cushion in between the cutter and
their hand so that a cut is not made. Some more innovative, but not very likely, ways to prevent
this risk is to put a sensor on the cutter and sync it with the motor so that if it touches something
thicker than paper, it will stop.
7.2.3 Risk #3: Electical Fire
Description: Within our system, we will be working with electronics, and so there is always
going to be a risk of an electrical fire starting and occurring given that the system overheats, or if
some liquid spills onto our electrical components.
Severity:Catastrophic At its worst, the electrical fire can become big enough so that the fire
can catch the whole press mechanism, and since most of the contraption is wood, it can really start
to spread. If unattended, it can burn down the room. Again, this is at its worst.
Probability: Unlikely Given that there will always be someone watching the contraption, fluids
are not allowed in the lab, and that our electrical components do not need that much power, an
electrical fire is very unlikely.
Mitigating Steps: In order to prevent an electrical fire, there needs to be a constant watch on
the electrical components, as well as keeping fluids away. Being wary of where the fire extinguisher
is at all times will also be useful.
7.2.4 Risk #4: Electrical Shock
Description: Working with electrical components there is some chance of getting electrically
shocked while operating the motors.
Severity: Marginal Since we are not running too much voltage, (only enough to lift the press),
the electrical shock, if it happens, should not be too severe. It might hurt a little more than a static
shock.
Probability: Occasionally Working with electrical components, an electrical shock is bound
to happen every now and then, but as of yet it has not.
Mitigating Steps: Wearing some sort of insulating gloves for those working with the motors
can negate any shock for the user.
7.2.5 Risk #5: Paper cuts
Description: While handling paper, it is very possible to get paper cuts, considering it is con-
stantly being fed into the cutter.
Severity:Negligible There are no real dangers with paper cuts, just a little sting.
Probability: Frequent Given how much paper is being handled, there is a high probability
that a paper cut will occur for the person feeding the paper into the cutter.
Mitigating Steps: Paper cuts can be treated as negligible risks, but if we want to completely
avoid it, wearing thin gloves should stop it altogether.
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Figure 48: Heat map of current risks for the paper tower machine
Fig.48 shows the outline of the possible risks with our mechanisms. The main priority in safety
should be the cutter, closely followed by the press jam. These dangers have a high chance of
occurring, while also being severe. Afterwards, making sure electrical shocks do not occur, but
that is easily preventable with gloves. Fourth is the electrical fire, which at its worst can be very
bad, but it only requires sensibility to prevent it from happening. Finally, paper cuts is last in our
priority and can be neglected.
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7.3 Design for Manufacturing
If our device were to be mass produced, the press faces would likely be injection molded. Figures
49 and 50 below display a SolidWorks draft analysis the original press model (left) and a modified
version of the press designed for better injection molding (right).
Figure 49: Original Press Model Figure 50: Modified Press Model for Injection Molding
The yellow on the original model indicates faces that do not have a steep enough draft angle to
successfully be produced via injection molding. To fix this issue, 3 degree triangular through cuts
were applied to each vertical face. Additionally, the through holes in the press base did not have
a draft angle either. To add a draft angle to the holes, a revolved cut feature was applied to the
axis of one hole. The cut created from this feature was then applied to the other holes using mirror
features.
Another important component of our device was the blade fitting, which couples the circular
paper cutting blade to a pvc shaft. A design for manufacturing analysis of the female side of the
blade fitting is shown below.
Figure 51: Analysis of Manufacturability: Mill/Drill Only
Figure 52: Analysis of Manufacturability: Turning with
Mill Drill
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In the mill/drill analysis, the primary issue was with the sharp internal corners of the blade
fitting’s square cutouts. In the turning with Mill Drill analysis, the primary issue was with the
small fillet at the based of the cutout hole. For both methods, all other tests were passed by the
piece as currently designed.
7.4 Design for Usability
Our device does not contain any components that are intentionally designed to be a certain color.
Also, the color of the components of our device is not important to their function. Because of this,
a visual impairment such as color blindness would not affect the usability of our device. However,
our device should not be used by anyone with vision problems or with blindness as there are many
sharp and potentially dangerous components on our device.
A hearing impairment would most likely not affect the usability of our device. However, a hearing
impairment could potentially make it difficult to distinguish if our device is on or off. Sound is not
the only method to discern whether the device is on or off as many of the components also move
when the machine is turned on, but the noise that our machine makes when it is turned on is an
indicator that would not be available to someone with a hearing impairment.
A physical impairment could make it very difficult to use our device. Feeding the individual
sheets of paper into the cutting mechanism with a arthritis or muscle weakness could potentially
be very dangerous. Also, if the pressing mechanism is not operated correctly there is the potential
for injury. Ideally, our press mechanism would be fully automated, but due to time constraints our
mechanism still requires human operation.
Similarly, any kind of control impairment could make the device very difficult to use and could
potentially cause a dangerous situation. Inability to control one’s hands due to an impairment could
result in their hands getting crushed by the pressing mechanism or cut by the cutting mechanism.
Because of this, we do not recommend that anyone with the inability to control their hands or limbs
use our device.
8 Discussion
8.1 Project Development and Evolution
Does the final project result align with its initial project description?
– Our final project result very much aligns with our initial prototype description. The only
differences are in our final motor system and ramp configuration.
Was the project more or less difficult than expected?
– The project was overall more difficult than expected since we had to design of all our prototype
components from scratch without referencing to similar machines in the market. We had a
lot of working mechanisms that needed individual adjustments throughout the semester to
properly handle the paper.
On which part(s) of the design process should your group have spent more time? Which parts
required less time?
– The group should have definitely spent more time on our overall electrical and motor system.
We left this task for last minute and were not able to get a proper system set up. The rest of
the project parts could have benefited from more individual adjustments as well.
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Was there a component of the prototype that was significantly easier or harder to make/assemble
than expected?
– Our ramp system was significantly harder to make than expected since it did not consistently
accomplish its function. The ramp should have continuously stacked the sheets of paper and
alternate their crease directions, but there were always slight problems in our ramp system to
accomplish this task. We had to adjust the ramp almost ever other time we ran paper though
our device.
In hindsight, was there another design concept that might have been more successful than the chosen
concept?
– Our ramp system could be replaced by a proper lifting mechanism. The lifting mechanism
would also stack the sheets of paper and alternate crease direction, but it would rely on motors
instead of gravity to accomplish this task more consistently. The lifting mechanism should
also steadily hold the paper tower while being able to add more sheets to it.
8.2 Design Resources
How did your group decide which codes and standards were most relevant? Did they influence your
design concepts?
– Our group tried to find standards relating to electrical systems and child safety. We thought
that these would be relavent because our device had a significant electrical component theo-
retically could be demonstrated to children. However, neither standard influenced out design
very much. This was because we ended up using cordless drills to power most of our compo-
nents and because we ran out of time to make significant updates to safety
Was your group missing any critical information when it generated and evaluated concepts?
– In hindsight, not enough thought was put into how paper would move through the device
during the concept generation and evaluation phase. This was a critical component to the
success of our design, but we did not even have a section on it in the morphological chart. It
ended up taking significant time to generate our final paper movement concept, and this time
should have been included in the concept generation and evaluation stage.
Were there additional engineering analyses that could have helped guide your design?
The device’s primary challenge was to form the paper into the correct shape. It would have
been very helpful to have been able to do an analysis on the mechanics of folding paper, so
that the press could be optimized. However, paper is an unusual manufacturing material and
its mechanical properties have not been widely studied.Answer
If you were able to redo the course, what would you have done differently the second time around?
– A lot of the time spent on this project was on trying to figure out how to implement a lifting
mechanism that fits with our pressing mechanism. Given that we dropped this mechanism
halfway through the course, that time could have been spent trying to improve all the other
mechanisms. Also, if we learned and worked on the electrical components from the beginning,
that would have been sufficient time to implement it with our motors and get it running
properly.
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– Additionally, we had significant issues getting the electrical system for our project to work.
These mostly resulted because we attempted to add the electrical system at the last moment,
rather than treating it as an equal component of the design process. If we were to redo the
course, we would invest more time planning and implementing our electrical system.
Given more time and money, what upgrades could be made to the working prototype?
– Given more time, there could have been an implementation of a lifting mechanism, which
would have been a new important actuator that could be implemented on the project. Given
more money, a better 3D printer could have been used to make sharper edges and better folds
on the accordion shapes. There could also have been more experiments taken to see which
press angles give the best results.
8.3 Team Organization
Were team members’ skills complementary? Are there additional skills that would have benefited
this project?
– Yes, most of our skill sets complemented each others. Some of the members were well versed
in designing and conceptualizing the different actuators of the prototypes, while others were
more versed in manufacturing and creating the actual product. It would have been helpful to
have a member more versed in electrical engineering to help with the electrical components
such as arduino.
Does this design experience inspire your group to attempt other design projects? If so, what type of
projects?
– Yes, most of the team will be pursuing the independent study option, and attempt to finish and
compete in the ASME challenge in spring. The group was enthusiastic about this challenge,
and will take on the challenge of building a lifting mechanism while also staying within the
size constraint.
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